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This short note addresses the oral presentation of research results in a seminar or research meeting such as the 

Centre for Computational Geostatistics (CCG) annual meeting. There are many resources and guides for 

preparing and delivering presentations. Here are some tips and a scorecard for my students. Presentations are 

very personal. Some people can break the rules and it works for them; stick to this proven recipe until you have 

experience.  

The Plan  

The audience and purpose of the presentation must be considered. There are large differences between 

seminars, lectures and conference presentations. The presentation has to be aimed at the right level. Imagine 

the audience. What is their background? What do you want them to get out of your presentation? Plan the 

presentation to have the right level of material for the right audience. Make sure your main point / contribution 

is highlighted. Your purpose is not to convey to the audience exactly what you did step by step. You are trying to 

get them excited about your main contribution, give them the necessary information to assess your works 

relevance to them, motivate them to talk to you afterwards and read your paper. Do not cram extraneous or 

needless details into your talk. Add extraneous information in backup slides after your final slide if you feel they 

may help when you have to answer questions. 

Consider a maximum of one slide per minute. You may think that there are lots of figures and I can go quickly, 

but any decent figure is worth explaining. Break the one-slide-per-minute rule only when you are too lazy to 

digest and summarize your results in a proper scholarly manner.  

The presentation has to have a plan. You must define the problem, give some background, explain your 

theoretical/conceptual approach, discuss implementation, show results and wrap up with some reflection on 

what is good and bad about what you did. Make sure you allocate a reasonable amount of time to each part of 

your talk. You will lose the audience if you are still on the introduction half way through your time or if you are 

on the conclusions at half way. You have to develop a plan that works for you and the audience. Your aim should 

be to communicate some information clearly to your audience. Your aim should not be to show how smart you 

are; never plan to show results that are not explained clearly.  

The Slides  

Most presentations start with a set of PowerPoint slides. Some basic design tips should be considered. You give 

the presentation; the slides are merely visual aids. There is no need to have all of the words you will say on the 

slides. If a written record is justified, then there should be a technical paper or report that accompanies the 

presentation. Avoid too much text; just put the main points.  

Avoid disclosing points in animation style – people understand at different speeds and many find it annoying to 

be led point-by-point. Let people see the full slide at once. Also, animation makes it difficult to navigate quickly 

through your presentation during question time.  

Do not show anything that is not going to be explained. Do not include excessive text, equations or cluttered 

figures. This comes across as insecure and poor preparation. Your goal is to communicate clearly with the 
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audience. Needlessly complicating your slides or your content is never a good idea.  

Make sure everything on the slides is readable (font size, line color and symbols). Do not use distracting colors or 

fonts. Bold flashy colors and fancy backgrounds are rarely appropriate for technical talks.  

Do not embed videos, equations, or symbols that may not show correctly. The computer / projector used at the 

time of presentation must be considered. It may not have the right video drivers and programs like MathType 

(with related fonts) may not have been loaded. Some projectors do not do a good job of videos. Check the 

facility ahead of time if you have videos. 

Rarely should too many equations be introduced over the course of a presentation (unless your research 

contribution was the derivation of a single critical equation, in which case you should proceed slowly through 

the derivation). Even expert audiences quickly lose interest when presented with a large number of equations. 

Avoid errors on your slides and in your talk. Too many spelling and grammatical mistakes look sloppy and people 

will start to question your technical work. Establishing credibility with the audience is delicate and important; 

you start with a base case level of credibility, then gain more if you are scholarly and clear and lose some if you 

are unclear and obscure.  

Preparation  

Dress appropriately. If you are unsure about expectations, then ask the organizer. You have to be comfortable, 

but if you are too casual, then people may not take you seriously. Dressing professionally cannot hurt. Make 

sure you have your presentation loaded ahead of time and do not depend on being able to change it at the last 

minute. In some cases, you may want to bring a hardcopy handout for the audience.  

Practicing the start of the presentation many times is a very good idea. The presentation will flow better once 

you get going. It is rarely a good idea to have cue cards or to try and remember your wording exactly.  

Rehearsal is key. Rehears until you could deliver your presentation without slides. If the presentation computer 

crashed could you give a passable presentation without slides? Practice allows you to get your timing sorted out, 

do not go over the allotted time. From rehearsal you should know that with five minutes left in your talk you 

should be on slide x, when you are delivering the presentation you have a marker to let you know if you have to 

increase or decrease your pace.  

The Delivery  

The most important advice is what not to say. Do not apologize. You may have misunderstood the audience, 

there may be people in the audience that know more than you do, you may not be prepared, you may be jet 

lagged…, but apologies and excuses waste time and do not help. Do not tell the audience that they know. “You 

know what I mean…” If they know, then there is no need to say anything. If they do not know, then you are 

lying. Just say what you planned to say and stick to your point. Do not say that something is not important. If 

some of your material is unimportant, then it should not be in your presentation. You can certainly say when 

one factor in an analysis has little affect on the outcome, but do not dismiss part of your own presentation. Do 

not go off topic. Stick to your plan and avoid ad hoc embellishments or diversions. They will destroy your logical 

flow and your timing. Do not say things before their time. You cannot say everything at once and you should not 

jump ahead of yourself. Trust the logical progression you devised in your plan. Do not make jokes. Some dry 

humor may naturally arise and anecdotes are effective in long presentations to break the monotony and keep 

people engaged, but contrived humor in a short technical presentation rarely works.  

The physical act of presenting is important. Face the audience; you should never turn your back on the audience 

and read from the screen. Look at the screen from time-to-time for a reminder if you need it. You have to 

engage the audience. You are not presenting to the professor or a few knowledgeable people who may be 

present –speak to the audience. You should look out at the audience and change your focus from time-to-time. 

Do not let your eyes dart around, but do not focus on just one or two people. Speak loudly and clearly to ensure 
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that everybody can hear you. Speak neither too fast nor too slow, but avoid the same monotone quiet tone 

throughout. Do not overuse the pointer (mouse, laser, or stick). Waving the pointer around frantically like a light 

saber makes you look nervous and unprofessional. Avoid moving around too much; especially avoid moving 

nervously and fiddling with your clothing or putting your hands in your pockets. 

Finish in 95% to 100% of the available time. Do not finish too early or you look ill prepared and you have wasted 

valuable time. Do not finish too late or the audience will quickly disengage from your talk and good points may 

be lost.  

Let the audience know when you are done your formal presentation. You can thank the audience for their 

attention if you wish. Take questions roughly in the order they are asked, but do not let one person dominate. 

Interrupt the questioner to answer one question at a time if they start stringing multiple questions together. 

Most people have a legitimate point behind their question. Often, people that ask questions are attempting to 

help you! Try to understand the question. Be honest, diplomatic, reflective, yet unapologetic in your answer. Do 

not become too speculative; stick to the point. Do not become too defensive; acknowledge limitations of your 

work and good related thoughts. Answer the questions honestly and with some detail. You should not spend too 

long on an answer, but dismissive one word answers are not appropriate. Only rarely will someone be trying to 

grandstand or attack your work. If necessary, just say “thank you for your input” and ask if there are any other 

questions from the audience.  

Scorecard  

Your audience will know if you prepared for your presentation. They are on your side; they want you to do a 

good job. The following scorecard is a summary of the above.  

Presentation Scorecard  
 

Presenter:  Start time:  
Score 

(a high score is good) 

Subject:  End time:  

1. The Timing (overall and length of different sections) was good            /15  

2. The Plan of the presentation appeared well thought out            /10  

3. The Slides:  

• Were understandable (readable, relevant,…)  

• Were consistent and error free  

• Avoided needless text, equations, information  

          /10  

          /10  

          /10  

 

 

4. The Delivery:  

• Speaker could be heard and understood  

• Engaged the audience in presentation  

• Handled themselves professionally throughout  

          /10  

          /10  

          /10  

 

 

5. The message was understood by its target audience            /15  

Final Impression:  Total:     /100  
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Appendix: Some Thoughts from Jeff Boisvert (December 2009) 

A number of people provided input on this document.  Jeff went beyond minor suggestions and added the 

following important thoughts. 

 

Each PowerPoint slide should have a maximum of 7-10 words. Typically bullet lists are used as a crutch for the 

presenter. Remember, you are giving the talk not the slides. If everything is written on your slide why are you 

there? Remove bullet lists, take a sheet of notes or use the PowerPoint presentation mode for notes. Rehearse 

your talk so that you do not need to look at your slides as you deliver. Talk and connect to the audience. Be 

enthusiastic about your research, if you are not interested why should they be? 

Using a microphone can be difficult. Carefully position it so that breathing will not be picked up. Be aware that 

every time you say ‘hummmmm’ it is broadcasted throughout the room loudly.  

Assess where your audience is at. In the planning stage this consists of assessing the audiences background, 

knowledge and interests. In the delivery stage this consists of looking for signs that your audience is with you 

(wide eyes, leaning forward, nodding their heads) or that you have lost the audience (confused looks, sleeping, 

looking at the clock constantly, talking with neighbors). 

The tactical pause. Rarely will your audience grasp what you are saying as fast as you are saying it. Remember 

what you are saying is new to them. Pausing for 1-2 seconds after making an important point or before going to 

the next slide is an effective way to allow your audience to catch up to your line of thinking.  Pausing before 

moving on also allows you to think of any points you may have missed and is a better strategy than having to flip 

back in your presentation to make a point you forgot. 

Likely the most important concept for improving presentation skills is reflection. Think about what worked after 

your presentation. Was your audience energized by your talk? Were they just waiting for you to finish? Did you 

have a flood of relevant questions afterwards or was the room silent? Silence usually indicates they did not 

understand.  Ask your collogues what they thought you did well. List three things that worked and three that 

did not. Be open to constructive criticism. 

Presenting three times per year at the CCG and associated conferences is not sufficient for meaningful 

improvement. Consider taking a Toastmasters class (we have one on campus).  
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